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general concept

Test interface approach:
data interface between G23 protocol stack and a 
PC test system
usually a standard serial cable, COM-ports on both 
ends

Protocol stack PC test systemTest interface

Traces,
duplicated primitives

System primitives,
keystrokes
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general concept

On PC test system side:
test interface executable using the GPF-FRAME

connects via standard OS drivers
PCO tools finally provide GUI-stack-access for 
testers 

On stack side:
test interface entity included in the GPF-FRAME
uses corresponding hardware driver for 
communication
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general concept

xPanel - eXtended Panel:
capable to display text & graphics output of mobile 
MMI
mutable layout, easy to change 

PCO2 - Point of Control and Observation:
filtered watching of traces and duplicated primitives
intuitive configuration (traceclasses, routing) of 
protocol stack
server, controller, extensible set of viewers
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FRAMEFRAME

Div.
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Windows, Linux, ...
Nucleus, PSOS, ...

VCMS

Target Test system

software layers
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PCO
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data flow

PCO 
logfile

duplicated 
primitives,

traces

PCO
view

PCO
viewers

CCD-data
decode

interprete

X
Panel

primitives
(display,

keyboard)

PCO
server

traces
duplicated primitives

control

PCO
controller

system primitives

Protocol
Stack

TST

Target Test system

primitives

traces
TST
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usage overview
“Take off”:

starting of pco2.bat in the 
bin-directory 
(ClearCase: \gpf\BIN) …
will per default result in 
such a scenario: PCO-

Controller

PCO-
ServerxPanel

PCO-
Viewers
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usage overview

The PCO-Viewer(s):

configuration can be stored as a “.svc”-file

watch traces of 
selected entities

ordered by time
distinguished by
colors

watch redirected
primitives/messages

as hexdump
as structure 

filter by sender or 
OPC 
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usage overview

receives all traces and redirected primitives from the target
forwards them to viewers
may store them into logfiles

The PCO-Server:

for replay it can forward logged data to viewers, too 

may insert extra timestamp traces

is controlled by the PCO-
Controller
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usage overview
The PCO-Controller:

is actually executed by pco2.bat and starts a 
configurable set of other applications, like xPanel

provides access to PCO-Server 
to start logging of data
to replay logged data

allows sending of FRAME system primitives to the 
protocol stack (via  PCO-Server)

from direct user input
out of a pool of predefined system primitives loaded 
from a dedicated file (usually cfg/pco_defcfg.xml)
by selections in a matrix (stored per default in 
cfg/pco_defcfg.xml) which may be ex-/imported

enables setup of the communication drivers to be 
used
on exit: shuts down all initially started applications

called the “test environment”
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logging and replay

Logging / Recording:
specify name of test session
start logging process

now every trace/primitive received 
via the test interface will be logged

Independent of any filter setting in a 
PCO-Viewer

PCO-Server appears green

after pressing the “STOP” button …
a <session name>.pco file can be found 
in the current session dir of PCO-Server
a copy of (selected parts of) the logged 
session can be stored somewhere else 
(and, e.g., be sent to developers)

PCO-Server appears red again
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logging and replay

Replay:
select test session name 
or drag/drop .pco-file to PCO-Controller

press the „PLAY“ button

PCO-Server appears yellow

now logged traces/primitives will be 
replayed in connected PCO-Viewers

depending on the individual filter settings 

pausing and repositioning are possible
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filter setup

Trace/primitive filtering is done in two stages:

Logfile

Protocol 
Stack

PCO-Controller
Matrix

“Hard”-Filter “Soft”-Filter

PCO-Viewer
Filter

PCO-Viewers
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PCO-Controller:

communication setup

Protocol stack

TST (Testinterface)
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extra tools

selection of mode
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parameters
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communication setup

for convenience  several default configurations exist

it has to be ensured that a matching ccddata-DLL is selected

either a DLL which has 
been delivered together 
with the PS-image
or a prebuild DLL from 
...\ccddata\ (e.g. 
ccddata_G23M_333_S64.dll
for older B-Sample-Releases)

PCO-
Viewer:
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1. choose COM 
port

communication setup
Communication via TraceMultiplexer:

if using the TraceMultiplexer for the first time it has to be 
configured:

the green tray symbol signals a 
successful connection

2. select baudrate
of 115200

3. disable flow 
control
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usage overview

Compressed Tracing with Str2Ind-Tables:

after loading of the table all traces will be shown as expected

initially no table for
interpretation of 
Trace-IDs is loaded

after reset or by explicit request 
PS sends a version number
Viewer searches for matching .tab-file 
in specified directory structure

for performance and memory reasons traces are compressed at compile time
each PS build creates a str2ind-table containing [ID]->[Trace string] combinations
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usage overview

Function traces …

Types of traces shown by PCO-Viewer:

Event traces …

Primitive traces …

State traces …
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interpreting/decoding

What is a ccddata-DLL used for (e.g. ccddata_dll.dll) ?
contains information about all primitive and air message 
structures used in the corresponding protocol stack 

Without: With a matching DLL:
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configuration file
cfg\pco_defcfg.xml

Contains all PCO config primitives
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configuration file
contains all “Matrix”-entries of the PCO-Controller
may be edited to e.g. change the entry-order
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important files
Volatile files:

have to be build together with the used protocol stack
ccddata_dll.dll (database with primitive symbols)
str2ind.tab (table with “ID <-> trace text” associations)


